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Cross Stitch Pattern: 

Roses 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Product Tester Position 

I hope you enjoy this pattern – I have a job for you! 

Job Description: 
Once your cross stitch project is complete, send me 2-3 pictures (at 
least 400 pixels wide) and a short testimonial (3-4 sentences). 

Reward: 
upon receipt of your pictures, I will send you a 50% off coupon for 
your next purchase from our store.  

Interested? 
Email your testimonial and pictures to amanda@creativelycrafting.com with the subject line “Product Tester” 
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Terms of Use: 

 

Creatively Crafting Cross Stitch Patterns 

Every effort has been made to make our patterns as complete and 
accurate as possible. However, there may be mistakes both 
typographical and in content.  

We do not guarantee that the finished pattern will look exactly like 
the reference image – but we have done our best to make it as close 
as possible.  

The authors and the publisher shall have neither liability nor 
responsibility to any person or entity with respect to any loss or damage caused or alleged to be caused directly or 
indirectly by the information covered in the pattern.  

 Copyright & Terms of Use:   

Our patterns are for personal use of the original buyer only. All our patterns are exclusive property of the authors 
and are protected by copyright and other intellectual property laws.  We have used images, like movie characters, 
as reference for our patterns – we do not claim ownership or copyright to any images.  

You may not modify, transmit, publish, participate in the transfer or sale of, reproduce, create derivative works 
from, distribute, perform, display, or in any way exploit, any of the content of our pattern, in whole or in part.  

 You are not purchasing a hardcover, softcover or paperback book. You will get no printed version of whatever 
kind by mail. You will solely get this downloadable digital product (an eBook as PDF file.)  

Questions? 

 
If you have any questions, email amanda@creativelycrafting.com and I will reply within 24-48 hours.   

http://www.creativelycrafting.com/
mailto:amanda@creativelycrafting.com
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Info & Color Chart: 
 

Name of Pattern: 

Rose – Free Valentine Pattern 

Fabric Count: 

16 

Design Size: 

8.00" x 4.50"  (128 x 72 stitches) 

 

Symbol DMC Color Code Color Symbol DMC Color Code Color 
! DMC Cotton 168 pewter - vy lt ; DMC Cotton 3021 brown gray - vy dk 
" DMC Cotton 169 pewter - lt < DMC Cotton 3051 green gray - dk 
# DMC Cotton 300 mahogany - vy dk = DMC Cotton 3362 pine green - dk 
$ DMC Cotton 304 christmas red - md > DMC Cotton 3740 antique violet - dk 
% DMC Cotton 310 black ? DMC Cotton 3743 antique violet - vy lt 
& DMC Cotton 317 pewter gray @ DMC Cotton 3772 desert sand - vy dk 
' DMC Cotton 318 steel gray - lt A DMC Cotton 3777 terra cotta - vy dk 
( DMC Cotton 349 coral - dk B DMC Cotton 3781 mocha brown - dk 
) DMC Cotton 414 steel gray - dk C DMC Cotton 3782 mocha brown - lt 
* DMC Cotton 415 pearl gray D DMC Cotton 3787 brown gray - dk 
+ DMC Cotton 452 shell gray - md E DMC Cotton 3790 beige gray - ul dk 
, DMC Cotton 498 christmas red - dk F DMC Cotton 3799 pewter gray - vy dk 
- DMC Cotton 520 fern green - dk G DMC Cotton 3802 antique mauve - vy dk 
. DMC Cotton 646 beaver gray - dk H DMC Cotton 3803 mauve - md 
/ DMC Cotton 647 beaver gray - md I DMC Cotton 3831 raspberry - dk 
0 DMC Cotton 648 beaver gray - lt J DMC Cotton 3836 grape - lt 
1 DMC Cotton 666 christmas red - br K DMC Cotton 3840 lavender blue - lt 
2 DMC Cotton 814 garnet - dk L DMC Cotton 3857 rosewood - dk 
3 DMC Cotton 815 garnet - md M DMC Cotton 3858 rosewood - md 
4 DMC Cotton 816 garnet N DMC Cotton 3859 rosewood - lt 
5 DMC Cotton 817 coral red - vy dk O DMC Cotton 3860 cocoa 
6 DMC Cotton 844 beaver gray - ul dk P DMC Cotton 3861 cocoa - lt 
7 DMC Cotton 898 coffee brown - vy dk Q DMC Cotton 3862 mocha beige - dk 
8 DMC Cotton 934 black avocado green R DMC Cotton 3863 mocha beige - md 
9 DMC Cotton 935 avocado green - dk    
: DMC Cotton 938 coffee brown - ul dk    
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About Creatively Crafting: 
Creatively Crafting Mission: 

I’ve decided to add a new motto to my life, and my blog, and it’s a simple one. 

A sprinkle of creativity every day 

This just means to take time each day to do something (even something small) that is 
creative. It can be something as simple as doodling in a sketch book or baking a few 
cookies; it can be something that takes a few days like a wood burning project or a 
scrapbook. As long as I’m being creative and creating something the goal is reached.  

A Little About Amanda:   

I am no expert but I am crafty in all aspects of my life. I think it was inherited from my mom – who is also an avid 
crafter. With winter being long here in Northern Ontario, Canada, I have plenty of time for crafting!  

I am whimsical and goofy (as described by my hubby) and just doing this because I love it! 

Keep in Touch:   
 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/creativelycrafting  

Twitter: https://twitter.com/create_eachday  

Pinterest: https://www.pinterest.com/create_eachday/  

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/creatively.crafting/  

 

Share your Finished product using #creativelycrafting when posting on any social network  

 

Questions? 

 
If you have any questions, email amanda@creativelycrafting.com and I will reply within 24-48 hours.   

http://www.creativelycrafting.com/
https://www.facebook.com/creativelycrafting
https://twitter.com/create_eachday
https://www.pinterest.com/create_eachday/
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